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INTRODUCTION
BCS-Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) crossover theories have been applied to the high Tc problem since the discovery of cuprate superconductors in 1986 [1] . Interest in these theories is based on the fact that these materials have short coherence lengths. Moreover, as a function of doping the system evolves smoothly from BCS-like behavior in the overdoped regime to the underdoped regime, where BCS theory manifestly fails as a consequence of an excitation gap at Tc [2] . Uemura's plot [3] has also been used to suggest that the cuprates are intermediate between BCS and BEC systems. However, the application of crossover theories to the cuprates is made complex by the high anisotropy, lattice periodicity and d-wave pairing symmetry of these materials. Here we investigate these effects on the BCS-BEC crossover, and address pseudogap phenomena in cuprate superconductors.
THEORETICAL FORMALISM
Our system is composed of fermions with dispersion Ck in the presence of an effective pairing interaction Vk,k, = ff~0kC~k,, where the coupling strength g < 0. In a jellium gas, ek = k2/2m and the symmetry factor Cpk = (1 + (k/ko)2)-l/~; On a lattice, ek = ~2ti(1 -coski)-#, and c2k = 1 (s-wave) or ~k = cos kx-cos ky (d-wave). In quasi-2d cases, the hopping integrals satisfy t± -t~ << tll = t~ --ty.
At small g, the system is fermionic, and undergoes a BCS superconducting transition at To. At large g, composite bosons form above To, and the system undergoes CP483, High Temperature Superconductivity, edited by S. E. Barnes et al.
BEC at T~. The effective pair chemical potential is identically zero for T < T¢. In the intermediate regime, both single fermions and (metastable) pairs exist above Tc and similarly, below T~, the excitations consist of quasiparticles and finite momentum pair excitations (i.e., pairons). These new excitations, not present in BCS theory, are responsible for the pseudogap.
We first calculate T~ following the T-matrix approach, of Kadanoff and Martin [4] . We have for the self-energy
are the bare/full Green's functions in the four-vector notation, K -(k, iw), etc. At T~, finite q pairs are long lived for small q, and the T-matrix can be approximated by tq,u ~ aol/(~-g/q), with pair dispersion 9/q ..~ ~i q~/2M*. ao can be obtained by expanding t-l(Q).
The BEC condition requires the effective pair chemical potential -~q=0 = 0. This is equivalent to the superconducting instability condition t-l(0) = 0 from the fermionic perspective. Because of the divergence of t(Q) at Q = 0, E(K) 2 2 2
Go(-K)~ ~Q t( Q) =_ -G0(-K)
Apg~k , where Ape = -~Q t( Q ) defines the pseudogap. Including the particle number equation, we obtain [5] . Figure 1 shows typical T~ behavior obtained by solving Eqs. (1)- (3), as a function of g at low densities. While at small g, Tc follows the BCS functional form, as g increases, # decreases and simultaneously Apg increases. The system becomes bosonic as # becomes negative. At large g, T~ approaches the BEC temperature (T~ ~ 0.218EF) in the jellium case or vanishes asymptotically in the lattice case. The effective pair mass M* increases with g in the presence of the lattice. In both cases, the figure shows Tc cx 1/M* for large g, characteristic of BEC.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
By contrast, at high densities, Tc decreases to zero at finite g reflecting the behavior of M*. The pairs become too heavy to move and Bose condense. for densities relevant to the cuprates. Tc vanishes at a nearly universal value of g, well before the bosonic regime is reached; # is still close to EF. This is attributable to the finite pair size due to the d-wave symmetry. It indicates that there is no bosonic (or preformed pair) regime in d-wave superconductors. 
CONCLUSIONS
In constructing a BCS-BEC crossover theory, we find it necessary to include finite momentum pair excitations. These pair excitations lead to the pseudogap effects, which are enhanced by low dimensionality. When lattice effects and d-wave symmetry are included, Tc will vanish well before the bosonic regime is reached. A phase diagram is obtained, in quantitative agreement with cuprate experiments.
